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Dear Nan:These are APPROXIMATE numbers:The Review Board processed approx.: more than 61, 800the 

approx. total page count is: 380,000 pages, however, there are approx. 5, 100 documents of which there is 

"no page data" available in our database, so that page number is low.  Hope our internal quirks are not too 

confusing.The total number of pages in the JFK Collection (not including Review Board papers that are being 

shipped this week and next week) is approx. 4 million. If you have any questions, write back or give me a call at 

724-0088, ext. 253.EileenTo:	Eileen Sullivan <Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.gov>cc:	 (bcc: Eileen 

Sullivan/ARRB)From:	Nan & Les Waffen <nwaffen @ erols.com> @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	09/22/98 

01:22:49 PM GMTSubject:	Indigo Film QuestionHello Eileen!  Thanks for your e-mail.  Hope we get a chance 

to talk inperson this week before you leave!We are still trying to determine for our final version of the 

scriptjust how many pages the Review Board actually released -- not the numberof papers in the JFK Collection 

at the Archives -- but the number ofpages the Board was specificaly responsible for releasing.You mentioned 

that you might be able to break it down by agency -- whichis not necessary unless the numbers are handy -- 

but we would like tosay something like the Board has released xx million pages in the yearsof its 

existence.Forgive me if I have already asked you this question.  We are justtrying to get all of the facts 

straight!Thanks for your help.  Have a good day.nan 
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